PROPOSAL TO IGC PLENARY 2023

Proposed by Denmark and France

YEAR 2

Denmark/France have accepted a friendly amendment from UK and Spain. This amended proposal replaces the Year 2 proposal from Denmark and France (Agenda 6.1.1 of the 2023 Plenary).

It is Proposed That:

All Flight Recorders must be calibrated before being used to provide evidence in support of a claimed performance.

The requirement for periodic calibration of Flight Recorders after the most recent calibration is REMOVED for:

- Competition flying (Annex A committee will define a procedure)
- Silver Badge and Gold Badge requirements
- Diamond Goal, Diamond Distance

The requirement for periodic calibration after the most recent calibration is UNCHANGED for:

- Diamond Height
- FAI Diplomas (750, 1000, etc.)
- Altitude Records
- Distance and Speed Records

This proposal does not affect the rules regarding the use of Position Recorders.

This Proposal affects:

- Sporting Code Section 3
- Annex A

Reasons supporting the Proposal:

This proposal relieves pilots of some unnecessary procedures while preserving the integrity of Badges, Records, and Competitions.

SCC, GFAC, and ANDS will continue to work on this topic in 2023, with further proposals anticipated in 2024.